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Inca, Mallorca, Spain 
Architect's statement 
The programme is high-tech office space. The triangular site is in an industrial park. A high stone wall defines the 
boundaries and forms an enclosed area. The site is excavated to basement level and the horizontal ground plane re-
established with a floor slab in travertine marble, the same finish as the interior of the perimeter walls. This forms a 
travertine box open to the sky. A six metre-square grid orthogonal to two sides of the triangle is drawn across the site. 
Running parallel to the sides of the triangle are lines of cylindrical white metal columns, on which rests a flat roof that 
cantilevers two metres on either side. This continuous space is enclosed by frameless glazing. The remaining grid 
points on the site are marked by orange trees, forming a patio. Fragrant plants are trained up the walls: jasmine, wis-
teria and grapevines. Work places are inserted into this 'secret garden'. Skewed off the grid, tiers of seating excavat-
ed into the stone ground plane introduce a tension into the compositional stability. All service conduits flow through 
the basement, piercing the ground plane to work spaces where required. 
This is an architecture with a stereotomic stone base: an inverted podium supporting the lighter tectonic elements. 
The whole is tuned with the utmost precision, using the maximum economy of means. More with less. 
Alberto Campo Baeza 







